Dimensional Accuracy of an Epoxy Die Material Using Different Polymerization Methods
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Abstract

Purpose: Shrinkage of resinous die materials during setting reaction limits their acceptance, even though these materials show several advantages compared to stone die materials with respect to strength, abrasion resistance, and detail reproduction. The purpose of this study was to determine if retarding the setting reaction during polymerization and altering the base-to-catalyst ratio, as suggested by previous studies, can be recommended for resinous die materials to reduce the inaccuracy in transferring the spatial position of teeth or implants from the oral cavity to the master cast.

Materials and Methods: A Blue Star Type E epoxy resin die material was tested. A reference triangular metal master die was fabricated. Forty medium-consistency polyether impressions of this model were made. Four groups (S, M, N, P) were compared, and ten dies were fabricated for each group. In the S group, the epoxy resin die material was manipulated according to the manufacturer’s instructions; in the other three groups, the epoxy resin die material was manipulated by retarding the setting reaction and by modifying the epoxy resin base/activator ratio.

Results: One-way ANOVA revealed significant differences between the four groups of the epoxy resin die material (p < 0.0001). Tukey’s multiple comparisons test (p < 0.05) revealed that none of the resin groups was similar to the metal master die for each of the tested dimensions (A, B, and C). For the specific dimension C, however, the P group was statistically closer to the metal master die than the S group.

Conclusion: The epoxy resin die material tested in this research did not improve its dimensional accuracy following retarding polymerization or modifying the epoxy resin base/activator ratio. The epoxy resin material exhibited higher contraction variability across all tested groups. This shrinkage can significantly affect the dimension of the master cast.

The master casts on which fixed prostheses are fabricated must properly reproduce an abutment whether the case involves a single unit or multiple units in an entire arch rehabilitation. They must achieve certain specifications with respect to dimensional accuracy, detail reproduction, surface hardness, abrasive resistance, compatibility with impression materials, transverse strength, ease of manipulation, and lack of toxicity.

Improved dental stone and epoxy resin are the most popular materials in dentistry for constructing master casts for fixed prostheses, even though a resin-reinforced gypsum product, a polyurethane resin, and silver and copper electroplated die systems have all been used. Type IV (high strength, low expansion) gypsum products that meet American Dental Association (ADA) specification No. 25 are the most common improved dental stones used as die materials. Gypsum-based materials, even though easy to manipulate and consistent in results, have shown poor abrasion resistance and inadequate tensile strength, as well as potential variability with respect to fine detail reproduction, and setting expansion between 0.01 and 0.1%. Die stone with improved properties and improved strength has been marketed as a type V (high strength, high expansion) material. The importance of sawing the master cast as quickly as possible after the setting of dental gypsum product to help control the setting expansion of dental stone die materials has been demonstrated. Setting expansions of types IV and V are essentially completed within 96 hours.

Resin-reinforced gypsum was developed to produce a die material with improved properties. In a study by Duke et al, the materials tested, however, were not significantly different from conventional type IV gypsum products. In a previous study by Kenyon et al, the linear dimensional accuracy and handling characteristics of seven die materials were compared.
Type IV resin-impregnated dental stone and copper-plated dies were evaluated more dimensionally accurate than any other die materials tested. 9

An epoxy resin die material, which is compatible with most impression materials, has exhibited better detail reproduction, abrasion resistance, and transverse strength than gypsum-based materials; 10–13 however, the epoxy resin material is more time-consuming and undergoes polymerization shrinkage on setting (in the range of 0.1% to 0.4%). 10–13 In a previous study by Moser et al, the epoxy resin material demonstrated properties comparable to those of gypsum. 14 Centrifuging the epoxy resin die material produced undistorted bubble-free dies. Although compressive strength, abrasion resistance, and detail reproduction of the epoxy resin were superior, the surface hardness was lower. Epoxy resin produced undersized dies. Working times, setting times, handling properties, and compatibility with impression materials were nevertheless judged to be appropriate for clinical use. 14 Vermilyea et al studied three epoxy resin die materials that showed a hardness and tensile strength superior to gypsum. In the early stages, the compressive strength of the resin was greater than that of the gypsum; at 24 hours, they seemed to be similar. 15 Nomura et al evaluated three epoxy resin materials for detail reproduction, hardness, and accuracy of fit with respect to a cast restoration. The resins demonstrated that, though their detail reproduction was comparable to die stone, the hardness of the materials tested was less than that of die stone, and with respect to a completed crown, the resin dies were undersized. 16 Aiach et al investigated the relationship between epoxy resins and different impression materials; they reported that some die shrinkage occurred. An excellent detail reproduction was seen combining epoxy resins to addition silicone and polyether. 17 Bailey et al studied the dimensional accuracy of dental stone, silver-plated, and epoxy resin die materials, finding no statistical differences. 18 The complete arch form developed by Chaffee et al showed that a newer epoxy resin material produced models that were slightly undersized in dimension from the right first molar to the central incisors, and from the left first molar to the central incisors. 19,20

Because of the contraction of resin materials, their dimensional accuracy has been questioned, and attempts have been made to reduce shrinkage by modifying the manufacturer’s instructions. An important strategy in reducing epoxy resin shrinkage might be to modify the setting reaction, thus allowing more resin to flow in the critical area of the impression, and a greater relaxation of the resin during gelation. Paquette et al 21 determined whether a retarded setting reaction and the alteration of the manufacturer’s proportion instructions regarding base and catalyst could improve the accuracy of an epoxy resin die system. Four groups were compared: an epoxy resin (Ivoclar, Schaan, Liechtenstein) manipulated according to manufacturer’s instructions; the same epoxy resin manipulated to undergo a retarded set; high strength, high expansion gypsum (Die Keen, Heraeus Kulzer GmbH, Hanau, Germany); and a resin-filled gypsum (Resin Rock, Whip Mix Corp., Louisville, KY). Ten dies were fabricated for each group from a metal master die. The study showed that retarding the setting reaction of an epoxy resin die material improved its accuracy, and among the materials tested, retarded set epoxy dies had the lowest mean dimensional change from the metal master; however, this study did not test different brands of epoxy resins, which may be different from each other, due to their chemical structure or percentage of chemical ingredients.

Martignoni and Schonenberger stated that the master cast should be considered the most important starting point for the execution of dental technology. On the master cast all technical steps leading to completed restoration must be performed. 6 The ability of the resin material to replicate details has already been proved in many articles. 10–13,16,17 The capacity of the resin material to correctly reproduce distances is very important when, for example, a passively fitting implant structure has to be realized. 22,23

The purpose of this study was to determine if retarding the setting reaction during polymerization and altering the base-to-catalyst ratio, as suggested by a previous study, 21 can be recommended for all resinous die materials to reduce the inaccuracy in transferring the spatial position of teeth or implants from the oral cavity to the master cast, allowing the laboratory technician to fabricate a restoration that requires fewer corrective clinical procedures.

Materials and methods

Die preparation procedures

A triangular stainless steel master die resistant to abrasion 24,25 was used as suggested by Paquette et al’s protocol. 21 Side A measured 20.207 mm, side B measured 20.233 mm, and side C measured 20.201 mm (Figs 1 and 2). The 20 mm length is approximately the dimension of a three-unit fixed partial denture. 10,26 There were distinct angles and points on the master die to ensure dimensional accuracy with respect to measuring all relevant magnitudes. In this study, the ability of the resin material to reproduce details was not considered; the resin’s polymerization shrinkage and its dimensional change from the metal master have been exclusively evaluated. More precise measurements were accomplished starting from the sharp angles of the triangular master die.
Custom-formed acrylic resin (SR-Ivoclar) impression trays, non-perforated, were produced by using the master die as a sample at least 24 hours before taking the impressions. The trays had a 3-mm gap around the triangular master die to provide sufficient space for the impression material. Three location marks (circular depressions 2 mm wide and 1 mm deep) were made on the base of the metal die and included in the impression trays to standardize tray positioning during impression making. Twenty impressions were made in accordance with the mono-phase technique at room temperature, using a medium body polyether impression material (Impregum Penta Soft, ESPE Dental AG, Seefeld, Germany); polyether adhesive (ESPE Dental AG) was applied and then allowed to dry on impression trays for 15 minutes, as suggested by the manufacturer. The impression material was mixed with Pentamix (ESPE Dental AG). Part of the material was meticulously syringed on the master die; the remaining impression material was used to load the impression trays. The impressions were removed from the master die 6 minutes after initial mixing. Four groups of ten impressions each were randomly created and then left undisturbed for 24 hours before being poured (Fig 3).

Group S: The impressions were poured with an epoxy resin base/activator with a ratio of 49 g of base to 5.36 g of catalyst according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Sartorius PT 120, GMBH, Gottingen, Germany). The resin was proportioned in weight to allow better accuracy. Materials were hand mixed for 1 minute. Filled impressions were placed in an electric centrifuge (Megafuge, 1.0 R, Heraeus Instruments, Hanau, Germany), counterbalanced, and centrifuged for 5 minutes to eliminate bubbles as suggested in Paquette et al’s article. The poured impressions were placed at room temperature (21°C ± 2°C) for 24 hours.

Group M: Two alterations were made to retard the set. The epoxy resin base/activator ratio was equal to 49 g of base to 5.36 g of catalyst; the impressions were poured, centrifuged as in Group S, and placed in a freezer at −5°C for 5 minutes; they were transferred at 5°C and then left at room temperature (21°C ± 2°C) for 24 hours, as suggested by Paquette et al’s protocol.

Groups N and P: Following the same procedures in Group M, these two groups were made by altering the base/activator ratio. Group N was made with a ratio of 49 g base to 4.824 g of activator; Group P was made with a ratio of 49 g of base to 6.968 g of activator.

The 40 dies were measured with a digital micrometer (Model 293, Mitutoyo, Tokyo, Japan) to the nearest micrometer (accuracy of 0.1 μm). A single operator made all the measurements. Epoxy resin dies were only identified by the code number. Individual dies were measured at three separate locations. Each die was described by the mean of these three measurements. The metal master die was measured in the same way with a total of 30 separate measurements. This was to accurately estimate its length and to assess measurement repeatability. Paquette’s protocol was kept unchanged so as to have the epoxy resin material as the only variable.

Statistical analysis

Die material means and their associated standard errors were calculated. The Bartlett test was performed to assess the homogeneity of variances between die materials and dimensions (p < 0.05). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine whether the die materials differed in size, for each dimension, A, B, and C (p < 0.05). Differences were analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparisons to determine which die materials differed from the others (p < 0.05). The Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test was performed to assess whether the shrinkage of each die material differed between sides A, B, and C.

Results

The mean length of sides A, B, and C on the master die were 20.207 mm, 20.233 mm, and 20.201 mm, respectively, with standard errors of 0.026 mm, 0.029 mm, and 0.017 mm, respectively (n = 10). Mean die lengths and their associated
standard errors of sides A, B, and C for resin groups S, M, N, and P are illustrated in Table 1. Figures 4–6 show the plot of the die length for resin groups S, M, N, and P and the master die of sides A, B, and C.

The Bartlett test revealed the homogeneity of variances between the resin groups S, M, N, and P and sides A, B, and C.

One-way ANOVA revealed significant differences among the epoxy resin die materials for each side A \( (p < 0.0001) \), B \( (p < 0.0001) \), and C \( (p < 0.0001) \).

Tukey’s multiple comparisons test \( (p < 0.05) \) revealed that for each side (A, B, and C) none of the resin groups was similar to the metal master die. Moreover, the S group was statistically similar to group N and P for side A, to group M and P for side B, and to group M for side C. For side C in particular, the P group was statistically closer to the master die than the S group. Other details from Tukey’s multiple comparisons test can be found in the captions of Figures 4–6. The percentage dimensional changes (shrinkage) of the epoxy resin groups are listed in Table 2.

The Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test revealed that, for resin groups S, M, and N, the shrinkage is statistically different between sides A, B, and C \( (p < 0.01 \) for group S, \( p < 0.01 \) for group M, \( p < 0.05 \) for group N). For group P, the shrinkage is similar, but not significant \( (p = 0.056) \).

Discussion

Construction of a correctly fitting dental prosthesis, whether on a master cast or in a clinical situation, can be significantly affected by the impression technique, the accurate production of a master cast, the wax pattern, the dimensional change of the investment, and the metal casting alloy shrinkage. Study of the relevant literature highlights the importance of a precise master cast.\(^1\)-\(^3\) To eliminate any discrepancies in fit, it is essential to work on a master cast that reproduces as accurately as possible the exact positions of dental or implant abutments in the patient’s mouth. The type and property of die materials, such as dimensional accuracy, detail reproduction, abrasion resistance, and hardness, have been investigated in the dental literature.\(^6\)-\(^8\),\(^10\)-\(^13\),\(^17\) The purpose of this investigation was to study the consequence of polymerization shrinkage of epoxy die materials.

The shrinkage can affect the dimension of the master cast, thus endangering the fit of the framework. Previous studies evaluated whether retarding the set, and changing the ratio between the base and the activator, could modify the shrinkage rate.\(^21\) The contraction of four groups of master dies obtained...
with the same epoxy die material was investigated: in group S, a standard base activator ratio was used; in groups M, N, and P, altered manufacturer’s instructions were used, retarding and manipulating the setting material. The four groups of the epoxy resin die material contracted in varying degrees, all different from the stainless steel master die on each side. Side A and side B were equivalent for groups S and P; side C of group S contracted more than the same side of group P. Group P had the smallest dimensional change; this result can be considered statistically homogeneous between sides A, B, and C, even though the significance is minor.

The contraction across the three measured sides suggested that epoxy resin die materials might produce inaccurate master casts. In addition, the results regarding this type of epoxy resin are not consistent with Paquette et al’s article, which showed that it was possible to reduce the shrinkage by manipulating the manufacturer’s instructions. The use of Paquette et al’s technique is recommended with caution, and a preliminary test of the used epoxy resin die materials is advisable when possible.

The shrinkage variability of an epoxy resin might be an important clinical disadvantage. The clinical success and relative fit of a cast restoration depend on die materials that have to be precise and strong, have predictable setting, good detail reproduction, and are abrasion resistant. In laboratory procedures for fixed prosthetics, unpredictable setting characteristics of die materials cannot be compensated for during other steps of the construction process, such as wax contraction, investment material expansion, and metal contraction. This will determine the inaccuracy in transferring the spatial position of teeth or implants from the oral cavity to the master cast: the laboratory technician may fabricate a restoration that requires more corrective procedures during the clinical phase by the restoring dentist. This may be particularly true in implant prosthetics: the ability of the resin material to correctly reproduce distances is a key factor if a passively fitting structure has to be realized on multiple implants. Gypsum products that meet ADA specification No. 25 are still the most popular materials in dentistry for constructing master casts for fixed prostheses. In this study only horizontal measurements were made; oblique dimensional changes from the metal master could not be detected. We should also note that in this study we used an electric centrifuge to mix the resin material: this was related to the necessity to compare this study with other previous investigations where the step of centrifuging the epoxy resin was reported. However, it is doubtful that dental laboratories and/or clinicians would use this type of material or equipment. Further controlled trials are needed to investigate the clinical significance of these findings; different brands of epoxy resins should also be evaluated, since they may be different from each other, due to the chemical structure or the percentage of chemical ingredients.

Table 2 The percentage dimensional changes (shrinkage) of the resins for each dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sides</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions
From this in vitro study the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. Retarding the setting time and changing the manufacturer’s instructions did not reduce contraction of the tested epoxy resin die material.
2. When the manufacturer’s instructions were manipulated, modified resin groups with retarded setting time contracted more.
3. Group P epoxy resin die material showed the smallest dimensional change that might be considered statistically homogeneous between sides A, B, and C.
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